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Support Centre for LGBTQ
Community Facing Possible Closure
The Calgary Outlink Centre struggling
without volunteers or board members
Nina Grossman
News Editor

The Calgary Outlink Centre for
gender and sexual diversity has
been an institution in Calgary for
over 30 years, and has now temporarily suspended all services
due to funding and internal issues.
Two weeks ago, the centre
released a statement on their
Facebook page explaining that
without new board members, the
organization would be dissolved.
According to the sole remaining
board member and secretary
at Calgary Outlink, there were
problems meeting the requirements of funding parties and
the money received had to be
returned to funders; as a result,
the organization no longer had
enough funding to pay staff.
The statement also briefly
mentions accusations of microaggressive behaviour and racism within their Beyond Borders
program; an initiative designed
to provide support for LGBTQ
immigrants and people of colour.

Information about these accusations is provided saying that, “until recently the board (and possibly staff members) were unaware
of these micro-aggressions and
accusations of structural racism.”
The organization has also been
accused of not properly funding
or staffing the Beyond Borders
program, amongst other charges.
When providing safe and accepting support, the value of organizations like Calgary Outlink
cannot go understated. A support
system for any and all members of the LGBTQ community,
Calgary Outlink’s website explains that they provide “support
that leads to transformation; the
turning points, self acceptance,
loving relationships and safer
communities that people need
to thrive.”
In an emailed statement,
Calgary Outlink explains that
its “staff have worked diligently
to alleviate the multitudinous
oppressions facing communities they serve and that includes
racism, sexism and ableism.”
The statement expands that in
their effort to serve, (Calgary

Outlink) took on more work then
they were capable of handling.
“Recent events and accusations
mean that much more work is
required of Calgary Outlink in
areas of capacity and of antiracism.”
Kimberly Williams, a professor of Women’s Studies at Mount
Royal University, is saddened
to hear the news of Calgary
Outlink’s struggles. “It’s a huge,
huge travesty, mostly because
the work that Outlink did was
so unique to the community in
terms of supporting the LGBTQ
community.” Williams often used
Calgary Outlink as a resource for
young people that needed help. “
I very frequently would send my
students to them, and for me to
not have that resource is a huge
loss,” she says.
Blaine Jones, or as he is better
known, Elektra Kute, is heavily
involved in Calgary’s drag community. He says that the potential closure of an organization
like the Calgary Outlink Centre
is a devastating loss to the city.
“I remember coming out. It was
hard but I had a lot of support.
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Blaine Jones transforming into Elektra Kute says that without support, coming out would have been next to impossible.
There are lots of people, especially youth who aren’t so lucky.
Without places (like Calgary
Outlink) they have nowhere to
turn. I can’t imagine not having
anybody to help during a time
that can be really difficult.”
The centre provided support
for these communities, but also
helped with bringing awareness
to the general public. “These organizations raise awareness of
struggles, which is always good,”
says Jones. “The community truly needs these types of organizations.”
The accusations of structural
racism show that even good
organizations can have serious

problems, but there is still hope.
“It is unfortunate that one bad
thing can shift the narrative from
the decades and decades of hard
work that Calgary Outlink has
done,” says Williams. “I hope
they can pull themselves up and
re-stitch the tears in the organization.”
In order to stay afloat, it is vital that Calgary Outlink receives
support from involved communities. If interested in becoming a
board member, Calgary Outlink
members can register for the
October 1st special general meeting at http://calgaryoutlinksgm.
eventbrite.com.

Social Media destroying Politicians
Politicians are being forced out by previous social media comments
Brady Grove
Contributor
We have all been warned to
be careful about what we post
on social media, but despite the
warnings many people are still
posting controversial opinions
thinking they will never have repercussions. The federal election
has provided perfect examples of
this. Candidates are being let go
at an alarming rate for things
they have posted on Facebook,
YouTube and other social media
sites.
According to CBC news, 13
candidates are in hot water over

social media posts or comments.
Ten of the candidates have been
fired or dropped by their perspective parties.
The Conservatives are leading
the way with eight controversial
candidates. They have cut ties
with six of them. Gilles Guibord
was forced to resign over sexist posts in the comments section of a Montreal newspaper.
Tim Dutaud posted videos on
YouTube posing as a physically
disabled person and one of him
feigning an orgasm. Perhaps the
most spectacular firing of the
election is Jerry Bance, who was
caught by a hidden camera urinating into a coffee mug of a cus-

tomer when he was a repairman.
The Liberals have had four
candidates under fire and have
dropped three. Ala Buzreba had
four-year-old tweets resurface
where she said that someone
should have been aborted with
a coat hanger. She also told another person to “go blow their
brains out.” Joy Davies resigned
after Facebook comments speculating that marijuana was being
used as a cancer treatment and
that the Canadian Cancer Society
was in cahoots with the pharmaceutical industry.
The NDP have been fairly lucky
with only two candidates hurting themselves with their social

media posts. Morgan Wheeldon
posted to Facebook that Israel
was performing “ethnic cleansing,” in regards to the Palestinian
conflict.
Bloc Quebecois candidate
VirJiny Provost got herself into
trouble after answering a survey
question. Asked what she would
do in the event of a nuclear attack, she wrote she would bring
“her cellphone, a penis and
chips.”
These people probably never
thought their comments would
come back to haunt them. In this
day and age anything that goes
on the Internet could potentially
be used against you and cost you

future employment.
It’s a fine line between healthy
debate and a childish squabble.
Things can get out of control
quickly when participating in an
online argument. Ask yourself if
proving your point to a stranger
is worth your time, energy and
potentially your career.
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MRU Votes!
Are students going to be
taking part in the federal
election?
Andrea Roberts
Contributor
The future of the country is in
the hands of voters as the federal
elections looms closer but will
Mount Royal students be heading to the polls on Oct.19?
Traditional media often portrays young people as indifferent
to politics and in the past, candidates have undervalued young
Canadian’s votes. So we set out
to find out if MRU’s students are
planning to vote and how this demographic feels about the country’s issues.
Roughly 70 per cent of the students asked are planning to vote
and only two students were undecided if they would partake.
The remaining 26 per cent won’t
be voting for a variety of reasons,
such as being underage or simply
uninterested. With the majority
of students seemingly ready to
vote, the next question was to
find out whom they would be
voting for.
Polls throughout the country
currently show that the New
Democratic Party (NDP) and
the Conservatives are leading

with the most supporters and
the students we surveyed seem
to reflect the polls. Seven students said they are voting for
the Conservatives and six for the
NDP. Most students were still undecided, saying they need a better look at party platforms before
they make a final decision.
While questioning the students
we decided to find out what issues mattered the most to them
and how this would effect their
decisions at the polls. The most
important issues to Mount Royal
students appeared to be the economy and education. This isn’t
surprising since most students
have financial challenges, and a
struggling economical climate
has rippling effects in education
and future job prospects.
For the most part it appears
that Mount Royal students plan
on voting. Young Canadians have
a lot at stake in the upcoming
election. It is after all, our futures
on the line.
For more information about
parties, candidates or any other
election related topics, visit www.
elections.ca

Federal Election Debate
comes to Calgary
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Party leaders go head-to-head on
Canada’s economic issues
Sam Ridgway
Contributor
At 6pm on Thursday Sept. 17,
federal election candidates met
at the BMO Centre in Stampede
Park to talk national economics and political platforms in
a debate hosted by the Globe
and Mail’s editor in chief David
Walmsley. The party leaders
brought a lot of information to
the debate, expanding on their
platforms and challenging the
others.
Current prime minister and
leader of the Conservative party
Stephen Harper, said that, “The
essence of our plan is making
good investments that we can
afford.” He followed this statement with a later clarification
that these investments include
an effort to “help build our labour

force, build our infrastructure,
build our manufacturing and our
resource industries while at the
same time making sure that we
are keeping our taxes down and
our budgets balanced.”
Liberal Party Leader Justin
Trudeau made a point of mentioning that his plan – which includes running a planned deficit
for three years – “starts with actually raising taxes on the wealthiest 1% so we can lower them for
the lower class”. He believes that
rather than directly investing in a
labour force, the best way to grow
Canada’s economic future is to
invest “in roads, in clean water,
in transit...to grow the economy,
give it the kick start it needs, and
put more money in Canadians’
pockets.”
“We want to help people get
ahead, and make peoples’ lives
easier,” said Thomas Mulcair,

leader of the New Democratic
Party (NDP). “We want to drop
the taxes of Canada’s small business...[we want to] bring in quality, affordable childcare, [which]
will be good for the economy but
will also be good for women.”
Mulcair’s platform also included
raising taxes on the most profitable companies in the country
while dropping taxes for the lower and middle class. He also noted
that the NDP is the only party to
have publicly published the specifics of their financial plans.
More information on party
platforms and voting dates and
locations can be found in the next
edition of The Reflector or online
at www.elections.ca.

American Democrat Sets Example
for Honest Politics
Bernie Sanders runs for Democrat
leadership with help from American people
Rhys Dent
Contributor
According to a 2012 study by
the non-profit United Republic,
91 percent of the time, the candidate with more money wins
American congressional races. So
when a middle class U.S Senator
announced he was running for
president as a democrat, relying
solely on public funding, no one
thought Bernie Sanders stood
much of a chance.
Not to mention he’s a socialist.
Almost three months later it
turns out what was thought to
be his greatest weakness was
actually his greatest strength. It
has allowed him the freedom to
say what he truly thinks without
having to consider the interests of
big donors. Money isn’t the only
way to have your message heard.
It seems telling the truth can be
equally powerful.
Since his announcement,
Sanders has been steadily gaining popularity and is set to give

Hilary Clinton a run for her super
PAC’s money. A recent CNN/ORC
poll showed that nationally, 27
percent of respondents support
Sanders; only ten points below
Clinton. In August, at a rally in
Portland, ORE. Sanders drew the
biggest turnout for any candidate
thus far with a total of 28,000
people.
His promises include free tuition for public college and university, tax hikes on the wealthiest Americans, taking on the
country’s biggest financial institutions, spending cuts on the
military, a true universal health
care system, a $15 dollar an hour
minimum wage by 2020 and pretty much anything else you would
find in a lefty’s wet dream.
If elected, his policies will have
a direct effect on Canada. Part of
his plan is to end NAFTA, as well
as well other trade agreements he
refers to as “disastrous.” British
Columbians should be happy to
hear that he has continually opposed the construction of the
Keystone pipeline.

More importantly, whether or
not Sanders becomes the next
Democratic party leader, his campaign is proving that the Internet
is an effective method to challenge establishment politics. You
don’t need copious amounts of
expensive advertising to get your
name out there, you just a need
to give people enough reasons to
get excited and spread the word.
If this can be done in a country
like the United States, it certainly
can be done up here.
Our democratic system may arguably, be in a better state than
that of our Southern neighbor’s,
but our candidates still leave
much to be desired, particularly
when it comes to authenticity.
People are sick of the same old.
It has become increasingly apparent that there is hope for genuine
well-meaning leaders.
If what Bernie Sanders is doing
is the start of a new trend, then
I look forward to the day when
I can cast my vote with pride instead of reluctantly deciding on
the candidate I dislike the least.
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On Politics...
As you may or may not know the federal
election is coming up on Oct. 19, and
this issue of The Reflector has some
really great information about that election, in a recurring article we are calling
MRU Votes. This is going to be the perfect place for you to get the information
you need to make an informed decision
when voting.
As a student your voice is incredibly important. There is a trend in Canada that
makes people think that young people
have voices that do not matter, and we
need to prove that wrong. There are so
many policies that the government puts
in place that directly affect us, market
modifiers and tuition hikes ever bring
your blood to a boil? VOTE. Change it,
show the government that we do in fact
care and we aren’t going to lay down
and be there walking mats for when
they need to cut costs.
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“

We use and abuse social media like some
stage 12 cling boyfriend or girlfriend we
just cant seem to let go of
Pg 5

#MRU TWITTERSPHERE
@Mr.Ghost: My ass is
permanantly destrotyed from
the low quality toiletries at
#MRU

We know that as students you are busy,
and that voting may seem like something that is timely or ‘out of the way’
but we are going to try to make it easy
for you over the next month, by publishing content that will help you make an
informed decision.

September 24, 2015

”

@bigbabycarolyn
yesterday i discovered that some
of the bricks in the floor at #MRU
are exactly the size of my size 6US
feet

@CodyCotylak7 now
thats how you throw
a toga party haha #MRU

To get you set up for this we are going
to give you some gentle reminders of
things to think about prior to the upcoming election so that you don’t have
to scramble to figure out where you
need to vote, what you need to vote and
what the heck is going on!
First: Find out your riding, it is so simple
to do if you visit electionscanada.ca,
you just enter your postal code. This
is the riding that you need to vote in.
That being said you can use the riding
in which you feel is home. So if living on
campus is home, then that is your home,
just make sure that you register in that
riding which leads us nicely in to our
second step.

THE
REFLECTOR

Fourth: Bring your ID. This is an important part of the process, we need to
prove you are you and that you are of
voting age. As well as ID to prove where
is home. If you live in residence then
talk to your R.A. for information on how
to get proof of residence.
This should get all you MRU voters
prepared for the polls as far as logistics.
Check out our next issue to find out
more about the platforms, the candidates and to hear more about why you
need to vote.
-The Reflector Staff

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.
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@AllanDwyer: #MRU students!
do the right thing and register to
vote in the upcoming election on
october. 19

Second: Register to vote. If this is your
first time voting then you need to be
registered so that it is easy peasy lemon
squeezy for you. Again this happens
through electionscanada.ca so it is not
hard.
Third: Find where you are voting. If you
are a Mount Royal student get ready for
voting to be more simple for you than
most. You can vote on campus, regarding of your riding! This will be happening from Oct. 5 to Oct. 8 at MRU on third
floor Wyckham. If you aren’t voting on
campus then look up the place that you
will cast your ballot on … you guessed
it… electionscanada.ca
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Are you voting in the
upcoming election, why?
“Yes! Because it’s
important for students
to share what they think
matters”
— Steven Trottier
4th year Business

“Yes, so I can have
a say in what is
happening”
— Madison Lawlor
1st year Social Work

“Yes! But I haven’t looked at
the platforms yet, and I plan
to”
— Kim McNaulty
3rd year Public Relations
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Second Time’s the Charm
A second time University student’s advice for
doing the “uni” life right from the very beginning
Heather Macarone
Contributor
Ever think about what you
would have done differently
if you were able to go back to
University? Maybe you’re in your
last year and there’s some things
you’re trying to get involved with
before you get that $20,000 piece
of paper. Or maybe, you’re a first
year and the world of University
life is your oyster!
Heather Macarone, a
University graduate is coming
back to get her second degree
and hopes to do things a little
bit differently than the first
time around. What she learned
in five years at the University of
Lethbridge, she is putting into action right away at Mount Royal.
The seasoned veteran in
University life is bestowing her
knowledge upon us and giving
some tips and tricks on how to
make the best years of your life
count!
First off, get involved on campus right away! Whatever you’re
into or whatever talents you have,
there’s a way to take advantage of
it. Volunteer, join a club, or get a
job on campus. Don’t wait until
later on in your education - get
involved right from day one!
Stick to your budget! I know it’s
easier to buy your lunch from the
food court 3 or 4 times a week instead of making it, but it adds up
really fast. By the time November
rolls around, you’ll be very glad
that you saved those few bucks
instead of trying to scrounge up
money for groceries.
Believe your profs! They might
know a thing or two, and trust
them when they tell you something will be on a midterm or
final… it will be on the midterm
or final! They’re giving you great
info to make studying so much
easier. In addition, take advantage of office hours. Go to them
to get clarification if you have any
questions. Don’t assume things!
Appreciate how much your prof
knows. They’re teaching because
they know their stuff and they
want to share their knowledge.
Learn as much as you can from
them while you’re here. Once you
graduate and get a job you’ll appreciate how much they knew.
Talk to people! I know it’s easy
to hide behind your phone but

put it away, look around and connect with people! I met my future
roommate at an ice breaker my
first year at the U of L. Little did
I know during that first awkward conversation that I would
end up living with her. Similar
to that, network as much as you
can while you’re at Mount Royal.
You never know who you can use
as a connection later on for a job,
or who they’ll be able to connect
you with.
Make sure you take advantage
of all the resources on campus
available to you as a student.
Use the Wellness Centre (located across from Wyckham),
Recreation and the Peer Support
Centre. These services are here
for you to make sure your experience at Mount Royal is a good
one.
Librarians are also a wealth of
information. They’re experts on
how to find information. If you’re
doing research and not sure
where to start, or even if information is out there about a topic, the
best person to talk to is a librarian. I’ve found that they’re more
than willing to help. Librarians
are also great resources to help
with any citation troubles you
may have. If you haven’t used
citations before, it’s not as scary
as everyone makes it out to be.
It’s not complicated, but it does
require attention to detail.
Stay on top of your readings
and assignments. Procrastination
isn’t your friend in university.
It’s not worth the stress to leave
things until the night before an
assignment is due or a test the
next day. Unfortunately, I can almost guarantee that your mark
will reflect your procrastination.
To make studying a little easier,
make friends in every class.
They’re invaluable as study buddies before midterms and finals.
They’re also great to have when
you miss class and can borrow
their notes.
Even though coming back to
school after working is kind of
strange, I’m very glad I’ve had
previous experience to draw on
to make sure I take advantage of
all the opportunities that Mount
Royal has to offer. I’ll be doing
things differently from day one
this time, that knowledge that
took me years to learn the first
time around!

Snapchat is ruining your life!
And you’re to blame
Angie Lang
Features Editor

As kids born into Generation
X and Y we have this infamous
attitude of not giving a fuck. We
don’t adhere to status quos, we
don’t give a shit about consequences and we certainly don’t
give a shit about what other people think of us.
Or so we want to come off that
way. We use and abuse social media like some cling 12 boyfriend
or girlfriend we just can’t seem
to let go of, because one way or
another, they make us feel good
about ourselves.
Welcome to the world of not
being able to go anywhere without posting it on social media.
Whether it’s the ice cream you
got at Village Ice Cream, or the
majestic snap of the Bow River
with your furry creature in the
foreground.
We are addicted to making our
“followers” jealous of the things
we are doing. If we don’t post all
the cool stuff we do on social media then how is anyone supposed
to know how awesome our lives

are?
Our constant affirmation on social media is tearing us apart and
ruining our self-confidence. If we
don’t get at least 25 likes or more
on Instagram, then that life event
was a total failure.
How many times do you think
you use your phone a week? Are
you the person who says you are
not one of those phone addicts
and can go an evening without it,
but just choose not to? According
to The Daily Mail, the average
person is on their phone at about
7:31 am and checks the most important apps before he or she is
even out of bed yet. Most of us are
using our phones around 1,500
times a week.
Now lets think about why we
use or post on our Snapchat stories. And really think about it.
Does it have anything to do with
having a meaningful interaction
with someone? Chances are probably not. Everything we do is for
personal validation and to show
of to our friends.
Snapchat has almost become
a part-time job for us. We need
to stay relevant in the social media world so we have almost put
ourselves on a schedule so we can

stay cool and show people we are
living an impressive lifestyle.
It’s almost like a kind of sickness, if you think about it. We are
so obsessed with making people
think we are awesome, that most
of the time we are really missing
out on the whole experience all
together. We are too pre-occupied
with proving ourselves to others
and spending not enough time
just simply living. Think about
the last time you went and saw
one of your favorite bands, you
probably were taking pictures,
videos and on Snapchat the
whole time instead of really just
enjoying yourself.
So why don’t we demonstrate
our “don’t give a shit” attitude
and actually not give a shit! We
can all take a step back and exit
Snapchat during those important
times in our life. At the end of the
day, the memories we have will
last much longer than our 24hour Snapchat Story will.
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Your Students' Association
FIND YOUR
KIND OR...

students’ association
of mount royal university

SAMRU CLUB DAYS
Meet people with similar interests as you,
or engage in something new!

EXPAND YOU R
MIND!
#SAMRUEnjoy

clubs@samru.ca

DEBATE

ELECTION FAIR

Sept
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23

30

12:00pm

Come check out the federal
parties in Wyckham House:

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

samruBuzz

11:30pm
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porn hub
Satisfied libido for everyone else

Winter is
coming, don’t
go it alone
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Cuddling season is around the
corner; it’s time to partner up
Kate Holowaty
Staff Writer

What it really means to receive a $25,000 scholarship from a porn website

Omar Omar
Staff Writer

University and College students often struggle with their
studies; this is unfortunate, but
true and on top of that, the pressure to find enough money to pay
tuition every semester is always a
burden that finds a way of feeling
like a hard kick to the groin.
How can one go about making
the world a better place when
paying our own tuition is the biggest wall in the way?
It all seems hopeless, especially when the thought of working
at McDonalds as a future career
path actually seems like a good
idea.
Then Friday night comes
along, and you’re all alone (for
some reason or other), surfing the web, when you open up
Pornhub, for reasons we don’t
want to dive into, when you fi-

nally come across two words that
give you hope: “Pornhub Cares”.
As soon as you click on the
“Pornhub cares” project’s main
page you see the promising
words of “It’s been said that
how you make others feel about
themselves says a lot about you.”
The Pornhub Cares project is a
scholarship awarded to current
students enrolled at a University
or College institution in the
United States for anyone 18 years
of age and older. Students must
have an existing GPA of 3.2 or
higher to qualify for the scholarship.
Pornhub.com’s campaign website says the successful applicant
could be studying “medicine,
botany, paranormal psychology,
or anything in between”.
Students must submit a 10001500 word essay and a 2-5 minute long video that elaborates on
how they wish to make people
happy, and what kind of good
work they do.
Both the essay and video need

to fulfill the criteria of showcasing that the student is someone
who pays it forward, shows actions of kindness, is a good example of a leader and initiative,
and is a paragon of originality. Whoever showcases this has
the potential of receiving up to
$25,000 in tuition coverage.
Several videos have been
posted to the page, with students claiming various ways as
to how they wish to make the
world smile, ranging from using
psychiatric therapy to the performance arts.
Applicants do not film pornography to win says Vice President
Corey Price and has accepted
that the scholarship may be seen
as controversial.
“If you’re against pornography and an anti-pornography
crusader, this is probably not
the scholarship for you,” he said
in a recent interview with the
Washington Post.

Summer is over. The leaves
are turning orange and your
tan is fading faster than your
motivation to write your first
rationale paper. But, along
with the crisp fall wind comes
something to comfort you
through those impending cold
winter nights. I’m talking about
cuddling season!
We’ve all heard of it and rightly
so, it’s awesome. Dictionary.
com defines cuddling as “to
treat tenderly; nurse or tend
indulgently; pamper”, and while
I like all those things, more
recently the term has come to
be associated with finding a
significant other to spend time
with during the winter months.
The benefits of this causal
relationship can include, but are
not limited to:
• Having someone to have
sex with in order to relieve
some exam stress.
• Body heat to mooch off of
because you can’t afford
central heating.
• Cuddling whilst actually
just Netflix and chilling,
the slang for having Netflix
on in the background
while you’re making your
own little movie.
• A date/invite to open
bar Christmas parties
and someone to bring to
family functions to avoid

the usual “Why are you
still single” harassment
questions.
Kristin* says that the perfect
cuddling partner consists of a
couple key characteristics.
“You want someone who
is down to veg out with you,
someone who isn’t too addicted
to the gym because you need
someone who’s down to split a
midnight pizza. And a dad bod
doesn’t hurt either, they’re great
to cuddle with.”
Finding a person who is the
right height to be your ideal
little/big spoon is important,
as well as making sure that you
have similar movie tastes. This
can be done easily with a few
screening questions, “What was
the last movie you watched?
Have you seen Super Troopers?,
and is a critical question, “Would
you rather be a fish in Finding
Nemo or a toy in Toy Story?”
A cuddling partner can be
found almost anywhere, so
don’t rule out potential due to
location. School, Tinder, the
grocery store and the bus stop
are all fair game!
And honestly, if you don’t find
a cuddling partner this season, a
body pillow or your roommate
will do just fine. Finding a friend
you can platonically cuddle with
is one of life’s most underrated
gifts. So hunker down, find a
new show to binge on, create
the best bed nest possible and
go forth and cuddle.
*name has been changed

A study conducted in the U.S. shows that the highest conception rate is during the winter holiday season
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What it means to have the faith
You don’t need to be a believer to have faith

Amanda Faith Taylor
Faith Columnist
In good faith, in bad faith, faith
will move mountains, something
about a mustard seed-sized faith.
Faith in politicians, take a leap of
faith, and the infamous oh-yeof-little-faith faith. Faith that the
vino and the bread is the body of
Christ and faith in deities behind
massive clouds in the atmosphere.
All too often, faith gets characterized as this fantastical display
of reverence for a bellowing voice
from on high.
I’m here to point out one thing
in response to that stigma—faith
is as simple as sitting on a chair.

It does not always have religious
connotations either.
Rest those sore legs and plop
that rumpus on a four-legged
piece of furniture.
If there were no immediate calculation of the angle of the legs
to the floor, or the sturdiness of
the legs, or the trustworthiness
or trueness of the cushion, or the
strength of the chair to carry the
weight of a body, then that is faith.
Even so, if the bum connected
with the surface of the chair after
all that meticulous thought, that
is an even stronger display of faith
than sitting with no doubt at all.
This view of faith as merely an
extension of religious practice
developed over centuries and

centuries of hearing about faith in
early Catholicism and developed
through years of history.
One of the most influential
exemplars in American history,
Martin Luther King, talked about
faith as “taking the first step even
when you don’t see the whole
staircase.”
Pearl S. Buck, a late 1800s novelist, said, “I do not feel any need
for other faith except for my faith
in the goodness of people.”
There are ample pastors, popes,
and religious leaders who reference faith on multiple accounts.
And then there’s me, who uses
the word as a middle name.
It seems this slightly rudimentary view of what faith actually en-

compasses is a closed-minded and
antiquated viewpoint of a statute
of the human condition.
Faith is like the unity of belief
and trust—sitting on that chair
requires the belief that the chair
exists and the trust that it is there
to support. Therefore, sitting on
the chair requires faith.
This could provide a somewhat
menial explanation for why some
individuals use faith in their daily
praxis and not just in religious
spheres.
In other words, the human condition is largely comprised of this
tug-of-war between belief and disbelief. Between faith and doubt.

One of the main lessons of being a human being is understanding who and what to have faith
in, when and where to enact that
faith, and how to go through life
when doubt is overriding.
This is all vague and seemingly
cliché, and I realize this. But my
faith column will introduce you
to a practical application of faith
in your daily life. Maybe it’ll be
witty, maybe it’ll make you cringe.
Regardless of which, you can expect the faith column to be outside
of the box and a little unorthodox.
Either way, read in good faith.

Photo: Zana El-Youssef

What it really means to receive a $25,000 scholarship from
a porn website

arts
Breaking the

Arts Editor
Bigoa Machar
artseditor@thereflector.ca

Metal Stereotype
A not so heavy look at
heavy metal

Lexi Wright
Contributor
Sex, drugs and heavy metal, or
at least that’s the stereotype.
But according to Skyler Mills,
lead vocalist for Calgary based
thrash metal band When Minds
Develop, (otherwise known as
WMD) metal music is not all that
it appears to be.
“You think of heavy metal and
you think of a bunch of dudes
with long hair rocking out. But it
comes back to freedom. It’s a way
of expressing yourself and doing
what you wanna do. It’s not like
we’re a different type of people,”
Mills says.
The most common metal stereotypes are that the concerts are
too aggressive, the music lacks
talent and the lifestyle revolves

around drugs and alcohol. Mills
however, says that those stereotypes are exaggerated when it
comes to metal.
“There’s a lot of drinking, but
there’s a lot of drinking everywhere. It’s just what people like
to do. No one wants to hurt you;
it’s more about just being free.
Metal is a really healthy gate for
aggression and anger,” Mills tells
The Reflector.
The term “metal” has begun
to take on a new meaning. Not
only are metal musicians truly
passionate about the art, but for
Mills, the impact has been life
changing.
“When I left [home] when I
was 14, I didn’t’t know what I
wanted to be at that point and
I’m sure a lot of kids were like

that too. It was just unhealthy,
both mentally and physically. I
couldn’t’t handle it. Metal really
saved me, as I was in a dark state
of mind. I could really relate to
a lot of the lyrics and power of
the music. It gave me a purpose
as well. It saved my life”.
Zach Mansfield and Eric
Paulin, ex-bass guitar player and
current lead vocalist for Lucid
Scream, provided input regarding metal stereotypes. The band
originated in Calgary and released their EP album on Sept.
6, 2014.
“It’s a little eclectic at times,
it’s kind of a mix between traditional 80’s metal and 70’s hard
rock. You get a lot of those guitar harmonies and backup vocals that you would find in a lot
of traditional 80’s metal”, Paulin
describes as the type of music
you would hear while listening
to Lucid Scream.
For Mansfield and Paulin,

Photo courtesy: Skyler Mills

Despite changing his band name from Shrapnal to When Minds Develop, Skyler Mills continues to branch out his talent as a trash metal guitarist.

OUT’N
ABOUT

Dance:

Art:

The Fifth annual Calgary
International Flamenco
Festival is going down
Sep. 27 to Oct. 3. The
festival celebrates
flamenco music by way
of dance, exhibitions
and even interactive
workshops.

The Handbuilt Motorcycle
Exhibition is running
through Sep. 27 and
focuses on custom
motorbike builds, mods
and restoration of all
different shapes and
sizes.

Photo courtesy: Sinful Photography

Lucid Scream vocalist, Eric Paulin, transitions from parttime microphone handler during practice to full-time rockstar during performances.
there exists a strong connection
between the audience and the
band members that isn’t about
head-banging and mosh pits.
“Standing on stage, looking
down at the audience, all you
see is hair all over the place, everyone’s head banging. It’s just
as much fun to watch the audience, as it is for them to watch
the band” Paulin says.
“The better the crowd is, the
better I am on stage. I feed off the
energy,” Mansfield added.
Despite living through the
metal stereotypes, Lucid Scream
has learned to embrace the labels and work around critics of
the genre.
“Now when people ask, ‘What
kind of band do you play in?’ I
always say hard-rock because
as soon as you say heavy metal,
people think death metal, but we
actually sing. We don’t do the
whole cookie monster vocals,”
says Paulin.
For metal bands like WMD and
Lucid Scream, getting their name
out is vital in breaking the stereotypical attitudes surrounding
metal with the help of music promoters like Kasey Nolan. Nolan
is responsible for organizing
Metal Monday performances in
Banff and advocates the important roles of representing metal
in society in order to break the

Food:

Taking place in the
beautiful Kamp Kiwanis
is the first ever Kiwanis
Apple Festival. This
charity event, which
will take place Sept. 26
and 27, is set up to help
the camp run children’s
summer programs for
families that wouldn’t
normally be able to do so.

stereotypes.
“On one hand, I personally
have changed people’s minds
about the genre based on my attitude and how open-minded they
are about making an effort to understand. And on the other hand,
there are some people that are so
stubborn that will never make an
attempt to get it.”
Nolan first started listening to
metal as a teen and as he grew
up started playing the guitar. He
eventually grew to appreciate the
metal genre even more and says
that there is no difference symbolically between metal music
and the music you would hear
on the radio today.
“It is a stereotype that is absolutely enforced in many bands,
but definitely not in others. It’s
not even strictly a metal thing
either. Take a look at mainstream
pop, a lot of it is about sex, drugs
and misogyny, but it seems people are fine to look the other way
with that. You can’t single out
one genre because of the themes
of few bands. I think there’s a lot
of unfair judgement going on”.
Metal will continue to grow
in terms of breaking the stereotypes that surround it, and for
many people who share similar
experiences to Mills, provide an
alternative escape from the hardships of reality.”

Music:
Fresh off their third
studio album release,
Art Rock band Braids
will be performing at
Commonwealth on
Tuesday, Sept. 29. Tickets
are available at www.
commonwealthbar.ca
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The making of Treaty 7
How Alberta’s First Nations people are telling their story, and
why you should listen
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
Once again back by popular
demand, the newly enshrined
Taylor Centre for Performing Arts
on Mount Royal University’s campus will host the second Making
Treaty 7 program. Taking place
over three days from Sept. 23
to 25, Making Treaty 7 tells the
story of southern Alberta’s First
Nations people after signing the
original 7 treaties in 1871.
“It tells the tale of how Treaty
7 came to be, but not in any traditional way of telling history” says
Jen Hupalo, a sociology student
at Mount Royal with a minor in
Indigenous studies. She says the
show tells a story that is relatable
and an overall fun experience.
“It’s definitely a performance
that pulls from a bunch of different places, so it really isn’t like
they’re making you sit through
another history lecture. They
make it a lot more interactive
with the audience and it touches
on so many different issues. I
don’t know how it’s even possible

to for that much in three hours.”
After going to the inaugural
showing a year ago, Hupalo says
the performance creates an environment that is welcoming to
every one of all backgrounds to
learn about First Nations culture
and practices.
“The show last year was a little
smaller, but now they have the
opportunity to reach a larger audience” says Hupalo. “It’s a great
chance to immerse yourself in a
comfortable environment if this
is the first thing to spark your
interest in Indigenous culture.
They do a really great job of making it funny, yet serious at the
same time. It’s a very enriching
and wholesome experience. It’s a
good way to link the Indigenous
and non-Indigenous communities.”
As part of this wholesome experience, there’s a wide variety
of talent put on that showcases
the beauty of First Nations culture.
“There’s involvement from
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people to deliver a variety
of poems, skits, dances and just a
lot of different cultural aspects,”

Huplao says. You experience
such a large array of emotions
during the whole thing.”
Hupalo attended the Treaty 7
field school this past summer as
part of her Indigenous Studies
program and says there’s so
much more to learn than what is
presented before us.
“A lot of Indigenous knowledge
isn’t written down like western cultures. We learned a lot
about the histories of the tribes
there from the elders, as well as
other codes of practices. It was
a really great opportunity that I
don’t think I would have had if
I had not taken part in the field
school. I can’t put a price on this
experience and I’m still trying to
internalize everything that had
happened.”
Hupalo goes on to say that
events like Making Treaty 7 go a
long way in bridging the gap between Alberta’s Indigenous and
non-Indigenous people.
“I think the great thing about
Making Treaty 7 is that it opens
up the conversation that needs to
happen, especially with students
because we are essentially the
voices of the next generation,”

Lights camera action
Kennedy Enns
Contributor
Attention movie lovers! It’s
time to celebrate our own pseudo twelve days of Christmas,
as the 15th annual Calgary
International Film Festival is set
to showcase some of the best
indie and mainstream movies
across the city’s silver screens.
The festival will be showcasing 200 films from Canada and
over 40 other countries from
September 23rd to October 4th.
The various screenings will be
showcased at both the Cineplex
in Eau Claire Market and the
Globe Theatre. Prices for the
films start at $15 for regular
tickets and $13 for students.
The festival’s Headliner Series
premiers the most anticipated
movies of the festival season,
some of which that have been
featured at Sundance, Cannes
or the Toronto International
Film Festival. Some of the films
not to be missed include Room,
based on the bestselling novel
by Emma Donoghue, Freeheld,

the story of a terminal cancer
patient, and Detective Laurel
Hester (Julianne Moore) and her
domestic partner Stacie Andree
(Ellen Page) fighting for Stacie’s
right to her partner’s pension
benefits in.The film festival will
also feature movies from across
all different genres, regardless
of what you’re into. Interested
in a romantic comedy that still
has strong female leads? Watch
Brooklyn, which takes place in
New York during the 1950s but
still strives to give its female cast
interesting and diverse roles for
the time in which it takes place.
If you’re interested a gangster
movie with a Canadian twist,
watch Beeba Boys. Fighting for
power, money and the control
of the underground arms and
drug trade, different Sikh gangs
try to take control of their turf
while still trying to stay true to
their cultural roots. The festival will also feature seventeen documentaries on such
diverse topics such as “reverse
brainwashing”(Deprogrammed),
dog sledding (The Great Alone),

Making Treaty 7 features a variety of skits, poems and
dances that showcase First Nations culture. (Making Treaty
7/Facebook)
Hupalo says. “It’s important to
rid yourself of the fallacies that
one may have built up in their
mind and break down any barriers. I think that’s a huge thing for
everyone as we move forward.”
This year’s performance will
be especially important, as it

pays homage to the late Michael
Green and Narcisse Blood. Green
was the founder and visionary
of the Making Treaty 7 project while Blood served as the
Cultural and Spiritual advisor to
Making Treaty 7.

An in-depth look at CIFF 2015, and
what you should be looking out for.

Palestinian all female race car
teams (Speed Sisters) and a
group of senior citizens in New
Zealand who formed their own
hip hop dance group (Hip Hoperation). Maybe you want to support some local talent? Calgary
actress Imajyn Cardinal stars
in the Canadian coming of age
drama The Saver. Taking place
in Montreal, the film focuses on
a teenage girl coming to terms
with the grief of losing her
mother. If you want to watch
some more Calgary talent from
behind the camera try to catch
either Diablo or the Legend of
the Lich Lord. Calgary director
Lawrence Roeck even filmed
part of Diablo using the Alberta
badlands as the backdrop for the
western thriller that takes place
in Mexico. If you’re looking for
something a little out of the ordinary, watch the dungeons and
dragons style sci-fi adventure,
Legend of the Lich Lord directed
by another Albertan, Spencer
Estabrooks.
Maybe you want a Christmas
story featuring zombie elves

and a whole collection of
horror shorts all narrated
by William Shatner? Well, A
Christmas Horror Story is perfect for you!
Tickets for all of the films are

still available at CIFF’s website.
So no matter what you decide
to watch this season, grab a
few friends, eat some popcorn
and enjoy the festival.

Facing an unplanned pregnancy?
Let’s talk options...
Talk
403.270.8228

Text
403.519.7927
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Gettin’ lit

The Calgary Zoo’s brightest multicultural experience
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
To add to the elephants playing
and flinging poop at each other
to massive servings of ice cream,
the Calgary Zoo is about to get
another hot commodity this fall.
Illuminasia, which will take
place from Sept. 17 to Nov. 1, is a
lantern and garden festival that
will showcase art, live performances, food and other multicultural experiences from China,
Japan and India. Over 180 lanterns in the shape of lions, penguins, flamingos and pandas will
be on display at the event.
“ILLUMINASIA will be a spectacular event for the zoo, for our
city and for Western Canada,”
says Dr. Clément Lanthier,
President & CEO of the Calgary
Zoo. “This unique event will enable us to present a new cultural
festival that will draw our local
supporters, as well as many tourists visiting Calgary.”
The event, which will run
from Thursday to Sunday over
the course of seven weeks will be

especially special, as is coincides
with the 30 year anniversary of
the Dorothy Harvie Gardens,
which will be decorated accordingly.
The first ten days of the festival starting on the Sept. 17 will
be focus on China, with 366 hand
crafted lanterns in addition to the
garden and cuisine representing
Chinese culture. Live performances include the Jin Wo Lion Dance
Team and Phoenix Artistic Troupe
& Guests.
The next ten days will be focused on Japanese culture, with
the last ten dedicated to India.
This includes live performances from Sparq Productions, a
Calgary-based Bollywood group.
“Sparq Productions of Calgary
is honored to be presenting
the entertainment portion of
Experience India, during the
Calgary Zoo’s Illuminasia Lantern
and Garden Festival” says Tania
Malpuria, director of Sparq productions. “Calgary is fortunate
to have so many rich and diverse
cultures in the city, and multiple
opportunities to showcase the
beauty of each one. Illuminasia

is providing a grand opportunity to participate in the history
and traditions of Asian cultures.
Designed to appeal to and educate families, this is an event that
Sparq’s dancers, nor Calgarians
will forget.”
Tickets are still available for
the event and can be purchased
through the Calgary Zoo website.

Photo courtesy: Calgary Zoo

The Calgary Zoo will showcase various animal-shaped lanterns over the course of the festival.

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINIC
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MRU vider
pro
DR. RONDA SALLOUM, DR. CHRISTOPHER ORR, DR. AMREESH KHANNA,
DR. REKHA PARAJULI, DR. ALANA CARTWRIGHT, DR. SUSAN LAFLEUR,
DR. LAURA METCALFE, DR. ZAINAB BAGHDADI,
DR. OSCAR RENISON, DR. JAMES PENG

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE
Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office
Photo courtesy: Sparq Productions

Calgary’s own Sparq productions will be one of the many
performers at Illuminasia

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm
3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050
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Miley and Her
Dead Petz

Hip hoppin in the rain

Calgary rap fans refuse to get their spirits in a downpour
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
In what was somewhat an undertone in the giant uproar that
was X-Fest getting cancelled,
Calgary concert goers still found
hope and refuge in what was one
of the most iconic Hip-Hop shows
the city has ever seen.
The YYC One Love Hip Hop
Festival, which took place on
Sept. 5, was the largest Hip Hop
festival Western Canada has seen
this entire year. Despite the pouring rain, massive mud puddles everywhere and sub-zero temperatures, all the acts put on a stellar
show for the Calgary faithful.
From Calgary rapper Chedda
Cheese taking part in a live King
of the Dot rap battle against
Philadelphia rapper Rone to concert headliner J.Cole stopping by
as part of his Forest Hills Drive
tour across North America, One
Love was a fantastic display of
rap music that fans jumped, sang
along, danced and head-bobbed
for the entirety of the nine-hour
festival.
Along with these two, Calgary
rap fans were blessed with likes
of Nas, Raekwon, Wale and

Machine Gun Kelly taking to the
packed, soaking wet audience at
Shaw Millennium Park.
Although the festival was well
received by most, there were a
few that felt the accommodations of the festival could have
been better.
“It would’ve been the best concert I’ve ever seen if it weren’t
for the weather. It kind of ruined
everything” said Jayr Demapelis,
who attended One Love. “I only
saw MGK, Nas and J.Cole and

thought they all did really good.
I hope the event is inside next
time.”
Despite the indifference between some fans, the festival
was well received in the city. With
One Love YYC already making its
mark on the rest of the Hip-Hop
community, it’s fully expected the
festival will be back next year,
with an even wider array of rap
talent.

Barbeque, beverages and beats
– three words that briefly sum up
the party that went down at the
Mount Royal Amphitheatre for
U Fest 2015. The kick-off to the
school year featured an outdoor
concert along with activities
ranging from beach volleyball
to spray-painting. Good vibes
reigned supreme and you could
feel the positive energy and excitement in the air.
Roman66, a Calgary hip-hop
collective, brought their thumping beats and technical rhymes
to the crowd, contrasted with
Jocelyn Alice’s indie-rock group
that serenaded U Fest goers with
her powerful voice and melodies.
A Tribe Called Red headlined
the event, bringing their unique
fusion of traditional Pow Wow
drums and EDM music to the
crowd. Their hit song “Electric

— Bigoa Machar

Bring me the horizon
That’s the Spirit by Bring
Me the Horizon Sony/
Columbia
Score: A

Photo courtesy: Bigoa Machar

The performers at One Love YYC fed off the energy from the
crowd, as Wale, Raekwon and Nas all put on a stellar show.

A look back at MRU’s welcome back party
Contributor

album cover should’ve been a red
flag, but why judge a book by it’s
cover, right? Track names like
“Bang Me Box” and “Pablo the
Blowfish” should’ve given me an
idea of what I was getting myself
into, but I gave the album a listen
anyways. All I have to say is that
it was a damn shame I listened to
this album sober, because I had
no idea what was going on the
entire time. If this is your cup of
tea, that’s totally fine, but I feel
like I’m missing some kind of
spaced-out inside joke between
Miley and her fans.

That’s the Spirit

U-fest RECAP
Austin Coll

What.
T h e .
Fuck. Am.
I. Listening
to? That’s the only thing I could
think of while listening to Miley
Cyrus’s new album. Debuting after the VMA’s, Miley’s second studio album offers something we
would’ve never expected. If you
were to tell me a few years back
that Hannah Montana would be
making spacey-pop songs over
crazy synthetic beats with lyrics all about sex and other fantasies, I would’ve called you a
liar straight to your face. I’m not
even kidding, this album has
some crazy-ass lyrics that I feel
too dirty to type into this review
(I’ll leave that to the horny, curious bastards reading this). The

Miley Cyrus
Smiley Miley Ink
Score: D+

Pow Wow Drum” turned the party up to the next level. The group
has long been an active voice for
the First Nations community
across Canada and around the
world.
“I fully support the group and
what they are doing,” said Lowa
Beebe, the social media manager for the nearby Tsuu Tina First
Nation. “They are great role models for our youth and I am excited
they are bringing First Nations
culture into the spotlight.” The

event attracted a big turnout of
young people from the nearby
Tsuu T’ina Nation eager to meet
the group they have a strong cultural connection to.”
All-in-all U Fest 2015 kickedoff the school year in a huge way
and got the students, both new
and returning, revved up for the
year to come and gave them a
taste of what’s in store.

Photo courtesy: Austin Coll

MRU students turned all the up at this year’s U Fest

When a band changes its brand
and image, it’s never a good sign.
“Sellout” is often thrown around
in online communities, but for
Bring Me the Horizon’s newest
studio album the story is a bit
different.That’s the Spirit strays
far from the metalcore/deathcore
sound fans are used to, but the
result isn’t bad. It’s really great.
The album can be best described
as a weird fusion between nu
metal, alternative rock and EDM,
but while all of those things are
quite different, it doesn’t sound

wrong. From the gut-wrenching
screams in the oddly named
“Happy Song” to trance-like riffs
in “Oh No,” the album never fails
to deliver.If you’re a long-time
fan of the band, I don’t recommend going into the album expecting what you’ve heard in the
past, but that doesn’t mean you
should be afraid of the album. It’s
approachable by both new audiences and past audiences, and I
can’t think of anybody I wouldn’t
recommend it to.
— Brett Luft

Rodeo
Travis Scott
Grand Hustle/Epic
Records
Score: B
For those that don’t know, Travis
Scott is the epitome of new
school Hip-Hop. Rodeo isn’t going to give you the funky-rap
beats of the 1990’s, a la Straight
Outta Compton style. However,
the production of this album is
absolutely fantastic, especially
for a debut album. The beats
are all up in your face, which is
exactly what you would expect
with the type of lyrical content
on this album. Tracks like “Oh
My Dis Side” make you want
to lift something heavy, while

“3005” have a very rich, Kanyeesque feel that make you feel like
a mafia boss on a yacht of some
kind. Unfortunately, the album’s
lyrical content is quite shallow,
which doesn’t give it much replay value or memorability. But
that isn’t the type of rapper Scott
is, which makes this album really
good under his own standards.
Unfortunately, the hip hop fan in
me is forced to be objective.
— Bigoa Machar

sports

Sports Editor
Melanie Walsh
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

“Cougnation” goes Blue
The fourth annual Colour-U-Blue was a
blast of colour, fun and athleticism.
Melanie Walsh, Lexi
Wright
Sports Contributors
This year’s Colour-U-Blue put
on by Mount Royal Recreation
in collaboration with Cougar
Athletics was the best one yet.
For the first time ever Calgary’s
original colour run sold out with
525 registered participants.
This was Jessica Whites first
time doing the run. “It seemed
like a good way to fit into the
university, meet people and have
fun,” says White.

The atmosphere was electric
right from the registration booth
as over 80 volunteers were eager
to greet you as they danced along
to the live music that DJ’s were
spinning on site.
The participants started to
get pumped up as they designed
their white t-shirts and adorned
their new sunglasses the sun began to shine down over Mount
Royal University’s pond and the
course of the 4 km run.
Teams and individual runners
were encouraged to dress up
to promote unity and get participants involved in a costume

contest.
Sandy Tran studies business at
MRU and loves a good contest.
After winning the VIP instagram
contest from MRU Recreation,
which included free entry for
her and five friends, six prize
packs with a bag, water bottle
and towel she wanted to keep the
momentum going. “We dressed
up for pride so we thought we’d
dress up again for Color-U-Blue,”
says Tran.
Tran and her blue crew prepared their costumes the night
before and then sported some
creative blue and green balloons

Going around the horn with the 2015 MLB season
Which teams have had grand-slam type
seasons and which have struck-out?
Ashley Grant
Staff Writer
With the Major League
Baseball regular season quickly
winding down, now is a good
time to recap the season thus far
and get fans up to speed for the
start of the playoffs.
There have been many surprises this year, from up and coming
teams to outstanding individual
performances.
One of the biggest surprises
(to some) was the resurgence of
the Chicago Cubs, a team that
has been the basement dwellers of the National League (NL)
Central for many years. However,
with the players and prospects
they had acquired in the recent
years, such as Kris Bryant who
has put in excellent performances in clutch games, the Cubs
have become a playoff contend-

#s

er. Although they are not in the
running to take the division title
thanks to the always elite, St.
Louis Cardinals, the Cubs could
be a very scary team to face in
the Wild Card game.
While we are handing out
praise to teams that have sprung
back to life, it is only fair to mention the Texas Rangers, who
seemed to have found their
swing this year. Casual baseball
fans may remember the Rangers
as the team contending for the
World Series seemingly every
year but falling short each time.
The past few years have been
a different story entirely for
Texas, not only did they miss
the playoffs the last two years,
the Rangers finished dead last in
their division in 2014. However,
under manager, Jeff Banister,
Texas has climbed back to relevancy and leads the American
League (AL) West after a key

sweep over division rivals the
Houston Astros.
The fans of the Toronto Blue
Jays have been waiting years
for a successful season, a season
that could see them contending
in the playoffs. Well, this may
just be the year the fans have

Photo courtesy of Emily Thwaites

Thousands of packets of powdered blue paint were thrown
into the air at the end of the fourth annual Colour-U-Blue
run.
that resembled a rather fast porcupine as they ran the course.
With over 500 litres of liquid
paint and over 2,000, 100g packages of powdered paint in sight,
the participants were ready to
take off and make it to the finish
line where they would get dyed

blue from their runners to sunnies.
“It was a lot of fun. There’s a
lot of paint. I liked it more than
last years,” says Kelsey Lind, a sociology student at Mount Royal
University

been wishing for. The Blue Jays
have the baseball world paying
attention to what is happening
with the sole Canadian team.
Toronto has been a real thorn
in the Yankees side this year as
the Bronx Bombers have been
desperately trying to catch the
Jays in the standings for weeks
to no avail.
Key performers such as, Josh
Donaldson and mid-season acquisition David Price have the
Jays battling for a spot at the
top of not only the AL East, but

the AL as a whole. It would take
catastrophic events for the Blue
Jays not to make the playoffs, so
fans of Toronto should prepare
for some fall baseball.
With praise comes criticism,
and the first team on the list of
disappointments are the Boston
Red Sox. The Red Sox aren’t
exactly stacked with all-stars
like they have been in the past;
nevertheless they have their fair
share of talent.

Read more on Pg 15
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The underdogs of baseball are barking back this season as the post season quickly approaches.

200,000

grams of blue powdered
paint was used at the fourth
annual Colour-U-Blue run.

34-23

was the
final
score for the Calgary
Stampeders as they
continue to win the series
against the BC Lions 7-4.

1993

was the
last year
the Toronto Blue Jays made
the playoffs.

8

players on the
Calgary Flames are
under the age of 25.

Goose Hut rocked Dickens Pub at last year’s Sled Island.
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Volunteers from MRU Rec celebrate after pulling off
a succesful Colour-U-Blue run for the fourth time.

Photo courtesy: Kennedy Enns

A team of smurfs ready to show their
true colours.

Photo courtesy: Emily Thwaites

Photo courtesy: Kennedy Enns

A beautiful fall day made for a beautiful contrast against all of the blue.

Eric Queenan and Zoe Sluzar jump in celebration after running the 4km course.

samru.ca
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ARE YOU

JOIN US ON SEPTEMBER 21st
IN THE PEER SUPPORT CENTRE
LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS
PROGRAM AT THE PSC!
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Continuation from Pg 13
Boston made headlines earlier
in the year when they added Pablo
Sandoval, a player that was surely
going to help them continue to be
contenders in the AL East and dominate rivals the New York Yankees.
That has been far from the case this
season, sitting at the bottom of the
division with the Tampa Bay Rays.
Most reasonable people would
argue, that simply isn’t good
enough for a team with the fourth
highest payroll in the league. That’s
right; the Boston Red Sox are paying $166,770,400 (USD) for a
team that struggles to hold a .500
record. Fans might want a bit more
especially when Pablo Sandoval
earns $17,000,000 (USD); David
Ortiz collects $16,000,000 (USD)
and Hanley Ramirez is picking up
$19,000,000 (USD).
The Detroit Tigers are in no position to judge the Red Sox as they
are next on the disappointment
list. The Tigers, like the Red Sox,
are bottom of their division, but
it goes a step further for Detroit.
The Tigers own the third highest
payroll, shelling out $173,306,250
(USD). Currently sitting more than
10 games below .500, Detroit has
truly had a write-off year.
With a year as disastrous as the
one the Tigers are having, star players are going to be scrutinized more
than others. In this case it is hard
not to look at Justin Verlander, a
pitcher who at times shows potential to rival Clayton Kershaw
as the best pitcher in the league.
Verlander’s 3-8 record and 3.51
Earned Run Average (ERA) this
year, somehow just doesn’t represent his $28,000,000 salary.
Moving to the notable players this year, Bryce Harper’s potential NL MVP season has to be
mentioned. Harper came into the
league as a first overall draft pick of
the Washington Nationals in 2010
as a teenager, and he brought a
lot of hype with him. This season
Harper is living up to all those ex-

pectations, as he leads the league
in batting average (.340) and the
NL in homeruns (40).
Speaking of MVP candidates,
Yoenis Cespedes could be breathing down Harper’s neck in the most
valuable race, at least in the eyes
of some. The once Oakland Athletic
has surprising bounced around
teams and has recently landed
on the New York Mets. Cespedes,
known for his powerful arm and
swing has not disappointed, as he
holds a batting average of a little
under .300 and 35 home runs.
Cespedes has made it known
that he is looking for a long term
contract of at least six years, more
than likely to increase his chances
of staying with one team for the
foreseeable future. With the numbers the center fielder has put up
the past three years, a six or more
year contract may not be too much
to ask.
Switching over to the pitchers, all
eyes seem to be on Chicago Cubs
starter, Jake Arrieta. The Missouri
native is fighting to become the first
pitcher in the league to 20 wins,
whilst sporting an impressive 1.96
ERA and a 0.92 walks plus hits per
inning pitched (WHIP). Manager,
Joe Maddon must be over the moon
with the one-two combo of Arrieta
and Jon Lester heading into the
playoffs.
The MLB post-season comes with
its own set of surprises, and any fan
knows that although there may be
favourites, nothing is a sure thing.
The 2015 post-season will surely
bring an excitement that no ball
fan can resist. As the leaves begin
to turn a golden brown and gradually fall, teams will be slugging it
out under the bright lights in the
attempt to be crowned the kings of
fall.
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Reflector Publications
Society of Calgary
2015 Annual General Meeting
Thursday, October 22, 2015, at 11:00 a.m.
Reflector Office, Z002 (basement) Wyckham House
Members of the Reflector Publications Society will be presented
audited financial statements for review and approval, will be
asked to appoint auditors for the next year, and will be asked to
elect two (2) students at large who will sit as directors on the
Reflector board of directors. For information on Student at Large
nominations, contact The Reflector at 403-440-6268.

Register and vote
at Mount Royal
Ready to vote in the federal election? From
October 5 to 8, Elections Canada offices will
be open on campus to provide information,
registration and voting for students before the
October 19 election day. Bring ID with your
home address.

Nearest location:
Students’ Association Building
Z236 Council Chambers
4825 Mount Royal Gate Southwest
Hours: 10:00 a.m.–8:00 p.m.

There are other times, places and ways
you can vote. Visit elections.ca or call
1-800-463-6868 ( TTY 1-800-361-8935)
for this information and the list of
accepted ID.

Please visit our website at
www.TheReflector.ca
for more information and details
SVRE_ENG_MountRoyal_2.indd 1
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Cougars of the month

Their blood, their sweat and our cheers
Melanie Walsh
Sports Editor

Photo Courtesy of Cougar Athletics

Reaghan Zilkie, number seven for the Mount Royal Cougars Womens Soccer
Team.
The vision of the Cougar Athletics
Association is “achieving excellence” and
that is exactly what these cougars’ of the
month have done.
A familiar face and cougar of the month
for Feb 2015, Reaghan Zilkie plays centre
back for the womens Soccer Team. As a
defensive player Zilkie is an unsung hero.
She might not be leading scorer but her defensive position allows her to help her team
in other ways. “I really like big tackles and
going up for headers, I love the physicality of my position because I’m very tall and
decent size,” says Zilkie.
As a 23-year-old business student she is
currently studying general management
and plans on working for the university

some day. She is a veteran cougar and has
been playing for the team for four years.
“The best part about being on any team
is having 25 people who are your friends
and getting to play a sport that I have loved
since I was ten,” says Zilkie.
Soccer has always been a passion of
Zilkie’s, “I like that it’s an odd ability being
able to run around and dribble a ball and
play with your feet. So much of our life is
with our hands, it’s an odd talent to have.”
Zilkie has a lot of hopes for this season
and is eager to make it into the playoffs.

Photo by Adrian Shellard

Zilkie likes playing soccer as it gives her the opprotunity to utalize her feet
as opposed to her hands.

Photo Courtesy of Cougar Athletics

Ryan Clancy, number 20 for the Mount Royal Cougars Mens Soccer Team.

Ryan Clancy is a striker, and that’s not
just describing his position on the mens
soccer team. After he scored a big goal
against the University of Calgary in his first
year he got his action shot painted on the
wall of the mens team locker room. Three
years later Clancy is still working hard as a
21-year-old Bachelor of Arts, psychology
student. Clancy is a team player both on
and off the field, “I really like connecting,
and learning about people and working
with them and that’s the whole idea about
it,” says Clancy.
Clancy is working a lot with his coach to
really help develop the team. The soccer
team has only been a part of the Canadian
Inter-university Sport (CIS) for four years.
“In the ACAC [Alberta Colleges Athletic
Conference] the team kicked butt and

there was that air in the past that the team
could take short cuts. Our new coaches are
really trying to change that and make it a
really good, hardworking atmosphere since
the competition is a lot higher. It takes a
little more to do your best,” says Clancy.
He is excited to be back at school surrounded by his favourite people and he
wants to give a special shout out to some
baby cougars, “this year we have a lot
of rookies, they all have great attitudes
they’re hard working and are great players,” says Clancy.
Clancy is extremely ambitious and hopes
to remain as your cougar of the month.
Be sure to check these guys out on the
pitch. Their next home games are Oct. 3
for womens and Oct. 11 for mens.

Photo by Adrian Shellard

Clancy plays all positions but you can typically find him filing the role of
striker.

